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The Return of the Swan
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Deep Creek Lake recently celebrated
the return of its beloved swan boat. The
original 18-foot pontoon style boat made
its debut more than four decades ago,
but lapsed into obscurity after the death
of its owner, Noel Obenshain. Larry and
Mark Madson, residents of Pittsburgh,
remembered the original swan boat and
sought to determine its fate several years
ago. The boat was located at a Deep Creek
Lake marina but was in such poor condition that it was deemed to be unworthy
for sailing. The Madson’s contacted Ervin
Sweitzer, a local craftsman who watched
Mr. Obenshain build the original boat,
about the possibilities of restoring it.
A decision was reached that a new boat
would be constructed by using the old
one as a pattern. The swan’s recreation
was faithfully carried out including a
beak that opens when an air horn sounds.
The new swan also sports more strength
with a 60 horsepower outboard motor
under its tail.
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The Madson’s hosted a launching
party in August at their Thousand Acres
retreat. Friends of the original swan,
family members, neighbors, and craftsmen
who worked on the new craft, celebrated
the day with rides on Deep Creek Lake.
Recreational boaters surrounded the swan
with warm greetings, friendly waves,
and shouts of joy. A new generation of
children can now enjoy the same great
experience as their parents had at Deep
Creek Lake. Thanks to the Madson’s, the
swan tradition continues.

